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The “Pall Mall Gazette” has gone through many
phases since it was written “by gentlemen for gentlemen.”
Now it is very interesting and amusing, a vein of light
banter permeating its every column. This playfulness it
naturally uses when speaking of the occult, and so it delivers
itself in this way concerning M. Louis Figuier’s new book.—

Can it be true 1 Alas, no ; it must be all a fancy sketch.
M. Louis Figuier, of scientific fame, gave us his notion some
time ago of “What Death leads to ; or, The Morrow of Death."
He now completes it with “Happiness beyond tho Tomb."
His text is, Nothing dies in nature, but everything is trans
formed. The human corpse is simply the larva whence arises
During the several sessions of this Congress, there will be as a butterfly the super human being. This butterfly wanders
papers read and discussions by some of the most distinguished in. the ether separating the planets, for why should ether be
scientific men of the world. Professor Oliver J. Lodge, of the uninhabited ? There are endless varieties of these flying beings
British Scientific Association, and F. W. H. Myers, one of the whose evolution is continued until they gravitate to the sun,
most brilliant of English essayists, who has given to psychical which absorbs them. What our sun does millions of suns are
research as much patient observation and study as any man doing. So many suns, so many gods or demi-gods. Of the
living, have been secured, and they will be present at the meet central sun we hear nothing. In support of his assertion that
ings. Among the distinguished Americans who will be we are more than organised matter, M. Louis Figuier points to
present and present their views on some branch of psychical hypnotism, suggestion, dreamland, tho dualism of the human per
research, we will only mention now Professor E. D. Cope, son, and much else that comes within the region of borderland.
the eminent biologist and anthropologist, and Dr. Edmund He protests against the notion that memory altogether dies with
Montgomery, also a biologist, and besides a philosophical the body, and hugs the belief that he wili rejoin old friends when
writer of world-wide reputation. In the near future we shall he rises as a butterfly to the ethereal realm. There he hopes to
give a full list of the names of those who will participate in the work out the dream of his life, the scientific drama (theatre
exercises, together with their special subjects of discussion—in. scientifique). He, like all the other beings of this realm, will
fact, the entire programme of the Congress. .Meanwhile, let all be liberated from the tyranny of matter, though subject to its
who are interested in this profoundly important subject arrange, laws, and will enjoy a pure and noble life. The mind will be no
if possible, to be present and hear a series of discussions which. longer cramped by the problems of what to eat, to drink, and
will be among the ablest of any of the congresses held or to be: how to pay rent, taxes, and weekly bills, but bloom out and
held in this city. The Psychical Science Congress, as Dr. undergo refining influences. It will rise to understand what is
Coues says, “ bids fair to accomplish results of greater magni• truly just and true ; but nothing being perfect under the sun.
tude aud importance than have hitherto been achieved in this> the beatific vision and independence of sensuous joys will not
branch of scientific investigation.”
cure the inhabitants of ether of the vanity which often tormented
them here below. Thus we may expect Columbus to owe a
Doubtless our American friends will rectify the de
grudge to Amerigo Vespucci, and Gutenberg to Johannes Fust.
scription of Professor Lodge. The “ British Scientific If one is unable to take M. Figuier’s last book as gospel, one
Association ” is not quite right. It should be the “ BritishI must own it to be specious, bright and interesting. It is clear
Association for the Advancement of Science,” and Dr.• that he does not hold a candle to Lady Caithness, inasmuch as
Lodge holds the Chair of Physics in University College,, he inveighs against the Neo-Buddhists of Europe, who seem to
Liverpool, hence his professorship. Professor Lodge is ai him a parcel of fools led by a few humbugs. The fact of there
physicist of eminence who dares to think for himself, evenj being 40,000 of them in Paris does not stay his hand.

The Psychical Science Congress of Chicago will soon be
at work, and we hope much good will come of it. The
“Religio-Philosophical Journal” gives some further in
formation about the meetings. It says:—

on such subjects as “ dynamics,” a thing requiring almost ass
This is certainly an improvement on the older wavs,
much courage as that of meddling with the new psychology.. which would have simply dubbed M. Louis Figuier “ fool,”
One beneficent piece of work we hope may be done by
the Congress, namely, that of instructing the world'
generally on the subject of lunacy. That a much more3
humane and scientific treatment is adopted now in all1
£
civilised countries is true enough, but the psychic side of
„
the question has yet to be brought home to the “ mad ”
doctors. A pamphlet comes to us from Liverpool, in whichII
a Dr. Williams advocates the casting out of the obsessingg
spirits which he believes to be the cause of madness inn
many cases. That this is the case can hardly be doubted,[
and no curative agency which does not recognise this as aa
(
fact can be expected to be of much avail. We trust, then,
’
that the Congress will give much and serious attention to0
this, especially as insanity seems to l.»e increasing with somee
rapidity in the United States.

and there left him.
does it mean !

But does it mean half belief, or what

The following is going the round of the press. “ Vanity
Fair ” is originally responsible for it:—
. '
A very curious story reaches me; which seems so well
authenticated as to bo entitled to notice in this place.
Apparitions at the time of death are now no new thing, as
many who have first heard of such an appearance as a projection of the astral body may suppose ; and it seems that there
is now one more very striking instance of such an apparition
to be added to the list. I am told that at Lady Tryon's party,
given on the evening of the fatal collision between the J'ictoria
and the Campmlown, a well-known lady saw the figure of Sir
George Tryon on tile stairs, and watched it pass down into the
refreshment-room. Lady----- was surprised, aud coming across
a friend told her what she had seen, adding : “ I must go and
tell Lady Tryon what a pleasant surprise she has given us all;
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It ih ii philosophical truth that things aro not wlm
Houin ; the mind that has been able to penetrate l»<:y<)l(j%

aut manufju uiivil evidence.

x Siunewhat confused discussion which grew out of a
> , ,.y X ” has las'ii going on in “ Linin’ ” for the last
tUr ihivo week* on the esoteric meaning of the teaching
*d nymlxdisation of the Roman Catholic Church, ft is
4VJjv t,i la' supposed that an elaborate ritual like that
of the Church of Rome should he meaningless ; and if we
c ml‘1 trace it all hack, possible to its beginnings in Old Egypt.,
we might get at the signification of some of it. Also,
too then* may !«' some priests w|v» possess certain of the.
traditions which, though necessarily modified, have not
licen entirely lost. But even if there are such, they must
rather l>e reckoned among the general body of occultists
thui as persons having this knowledge in virtue of their
priesthon'L “ Y.Z.” appears to have confounded the mystic
exaltation which some persons experience in religious
services,_ an exaltation certainly not to be contemned—
with the hidden meaning of the ritual itself; for all such
things as names and so forth are part of the ritual. Now
it would be quite possible to know the esoteric significance
without experiencing the exaltation, and equally possible
to experience the exaltation without possessing the esoteric
significance.
EXORCISM IN FRANCE.
The village <>f Gif. in the dinc3se of Versailles, has, with
th" permission of the Bishop, been the scene of an unusual
ceremony. The village priest and the superior of the great
seminary of Versailles went to the house of a poor girl suppoted t-> be possessed of an evil spirit, and proceeded to cast
it out. Questioned by the representative of the Tempt conceming this revival of the Middle Ages, Monsignor Goux,
Bishop of Versailles, said that in giving the authorisation for
the ceremony and in sending the superior of the seminary to
otheiata in it, he was simply acting in conformity with the spirit
at the R <n»vn Catholic Church. He added that the ceremony
was conducted in the most simple manner. The two priests
arrived together at the house of the young woman, who had
been unable to leave her bed for a long time past, and, if it had
not been for the fact that one of tho priests put on a surplice
ornimcnted with a star, anyone might have imagined they
were paying a simple visit to a sick person. The prayers were,
of c >arse, in Latin, but Monsignor Goux says that to the
qutMtions put to her in that tongue the young woman replied in
French “with a precision which showed she had perfectly
understood them." The Bishop informed the representative of
the “Temps ” tint the young woman, who is nineteen years of
ha* uow so far recovered as to be able to go about her usual
Work. — “St. James’s Gazette."

How poor <>ur Heaven is’. How little it draws us ! How
Ittllo there is in the death of those whom we love ! Wo put
away our children in death as one would hold his children out
of a castle window at night, and let them drop, we know not
where, on what rocks, or into what raging wave they falL When
our children die, we drop them into the unknown, shuddering
with fear. We know that they go out. from us, and wo stand
and pity and wonder. If we recuived news that a hundred
dollars hn<l been left them by someone 'lying, we should be
thrown into an ecstasy of rejoicing ; but when they have gone to
God. we stand and mourn and pine, and wonder at “ the mystery
of Providence." The mystery of Providence to me is that any
body is bom. The mystery of Providence to me is that when
we are born, if God loves us, as He docs through Jesus Christ,
Ho lets ns stay away from Him so long. Dying is more desir
able than living to Christian faith. —iL W. Bsecukr.
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illusions of sense, and to get beneath the .surface of t|,■
knows that matter is an appearance, a symbolical r^preseaUr*’
of an underlying reality. What we sec are phenomena,
ancos, the effects upon our consciousness of a
that manifests itself to us under the form of matter; wU
do not sen is the ultimate reality underlying phenomena.
(
We know matter by its qualities,or to speak moreaccim^
wu know it only as qualities—a congeries of qualities,
speak of the roundness, yellowness, and sweetness of theory’
the hardness of steel, the heaviness of lead, the bluenessef^
sky, <tc. What do wo know of matter apart from, or except
these and other qualities and properties? Nothing. Of .£_
essence of matter, the eighteenth-century materialists, ]$,
Holbach, declared that nothing was or could be known. ,Y.rt
what we speak of as the qualities of matter are psychical in the.
character. Certainly this will not be disputed by anybody er-,
potent to understand the subject, at least, in regard to I
so-called secondary qualities of matter.
Colour is a sensation or a state of consciousness depend^
for its existence upon a sensitive retina and ethereal vibration
No instructed mind now regards colour as existing objectmh
It is the same with sound. The aerial waves touch the audits i
nerve and excite the sensations called sound, which, outside./ I
consciousness, has no existence. The sweetness of anorats
and the sourness of vinegar are the conscious states which these I
objects produce in us. Sweetness and sourness are sensati't
—not the qualities of inanimate things. The orange tats
sweet. In other words, there is something that appears rosg
and yellow called an orange, which, affecting us through ti I
sense of taste, causes a sensation of sweetness.
So the hardness of a piece of steel is, when carefully o:^ I
sidered, seen to be mental and not material. It produces in □ ‘
the sensation of resistance, and therefore we say it feels hsi
We change this word which describes a feeling, a conscwa
state, from an adjective to abstract noun, from hard to hard- |
ness, and in our simplicity imagine that the word describe & '
piece of steel instead of seeing that it describes only the states
consciousness which the steel produces in us. Tile illusion is
the same as in the case of heat. The heat is not in the store,
but in us. Heat is a sensation and not anything objective.
When it is said “ heat is a mode of motion,” it is true only8 f
the objective factor—of that with which physics has to deal-jus
the same as when it is said “sound travels” the statement:.'
true only of the objective factor of sound, viz., aerial vibratwa ,
The question is not here raised as to what these objective
factors are in their last analysis, or into what they are test
able, the only object being to indicate that what materialist I
assumes is external to us, and the cause of mind—the s- I
called qualities of matter—are in fact, primary states of (® |
scioumess, and that there is nothing material about them.
1
What is the ultimate reality that man has invested with ih
own sensations, with his own states of consciousness! Is ? ,
material 1 We have analysed the qualities which at first apptf
to be tho qualities of inanimate substances, and have found th*-’ I
they are psychical and not material at all; and having be1 j
forced by logic to divest the objective reality of tnaterj! i
qualities, we cannot regard it as matter without re-investing
with the qualities which were just shown to belong to conso®’’
ness, and without disregarding tho elementary facts of moder
psychology. Tho ultimate reality is not, therefore, lnMerkl
and materialism has no scientific basis, unless, indeed, the
matter bo regarded as essentially transcendental in its natureHerbert Spencer argues from tho relativity of knowloli*
that the reality underlying phenomena, of which matteri!’ (
symbol, is in its nature unknown and inscrutable. This thin!8
has often been called a materialist and his philosophy mator^
ism. This is inexcusable when the eminent thinker has dr’’
materialism the heaviest blows from a philosophical standp1^
which it has ever received. He declares that it is “hopel<**
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condemned." It is much moro rational, ho says in substance,
RECORDS OF PRIVATE SEANCES.
to regard the absolute cause of phenomena as psychical than to
ROM NOTES TAKEN AT THE TIME OE EACH SITTING.
assume that it is material; and he holds that the same power
which is manifested objectively in what is called the material
No. LVI.
world is manifested subjectively in our mental being ; that the
power displayed in tho motion of the stars “ wells up in con
From the Records or Mrs. S.
sciousness. ”
In regard to man, Mr. Spencer holds that states of conscious
February 17th, 1878.—Homo circle met as usual. Very soon
ness imply a subject “ ego,” and bespeaks of the “ substanco of we perceived delicious scent, which rained on us most freely.
mind,' and by profound and ingenious reasoning lie attempts to G. then manifested, playing by request, and making good notes
show that wo can know mind only as states of consciousness (as through which he answered questions. Odorafa made his melan
we can know the world) and that therefore we do not know choly wailing sounds. Rector shook the room. Catharine by
what it is that underlies the phenomena of consciousness, request rapped at different parts of the table and room. Baron
emotion and thought.
Guldenstubbo stalked about tho room with a walking-stick, and
The question whether the ultimate reality is matter, and answered by rapping with it on the floor.
Tho “ fairy bells” played for a long time and by request
whether it is inscrutable, having been stated and briefly con
gave us many different scales and chords. All these musical
sidered, another question arises :
Is the cause of all phenomena psychical in its nature 1 We sounds were made independently of any instrument. We were
must choose between this view and the view that the absolute told they were causod by will power, and were imitations of
reality is inscrutable. But if it be regarded as psychical, it is the sounds of spirit instruments. Kabbila through the alphabet
not necessary to hold that it is a personality—a being having an rapped “Can do no more, change room for ten minutes.”
We returned, hoping for a control. Mr. S. M. described
existence distinct from everything else, located in space,
limited in time, receiving knowledge through tho senses, and spirit-hands ; he was able this evening to hear the musical
subject to the influence of environment. Such a being would sounds, not being under strong influence. When under influence
be a product of nature, and, as a cause or permeating influence, the stance was often a blank to him. The room was full of
incommensurate with the infinity of being. But since man spirit-light, and though there were much rapping and scent round
with his intelligence and his moral and religious nature is the the medium, no control could be established.
February 24th.—We met this evening alone. Mr. S. M. was
outcome of millions of years of change, is the flower of
evolution, may we not infer that the energising and feeling ill. The Prophet’s flashing light came very soon and
controlling force of the universe is somewhat akin to the answered our questions, giving three flashes for “yes,” and one
highest that has appeared, even though we cannot con for “ no.” Other lights then appeared and one flew about very
ceive it under the limitations of sense and form ? Since rapidly. Another large one was held in a materialised hand.
mitter, which at first sight seems the one enduring, ever This light was covered with perfumed drapery. At our request
lasting existence, is by science shown to be but an appearance it brushed over our hands and faces many times. Mr. S. M.
of an invisible reality, and since this reality is demonstrably felt it over his head and face, and the hand that held it was
psychical in its effects, may we not confidently say that the con placed on his head also. The room was full of spirits, and
trolling power of the universe, revealed to us in consciousness, luminous vapour. Catharine, Mentor, Kabbila, and a spirit
known by the name of the Great Master ” all manifested.
is psychical in its nature 1
The latter made a very peculiar sound, heard by us for the first
That this power has any resemblance to our finite, sensetime. Mr. S. M. saw him and described him as a grand-looking
imprisoned intelligence, that’we can comprehend it, or define it,
spirit. Mentor then controlled and answered many questions.
or describe it in words, which fail even to describe accurately
Doctor followed and said: “The Chief cannot come. The
ourselves or the simplest objects, is not claimed : but is it not
medium's state prevents it ; his illness is spiritual. A malign
in consonance with reason, the highest faculty of man, to hold
that in sonic way, which our limitations do not allow us to influence has caused it.” He then alluded to an occurrence
grasp, the noblest and best that evolution has produced give that had happened recently, saying the experiment had been
the most correct idea of the nature of the power in which we attended with danger. The medium had mesmerised a gentleman
move and live I Inscrutable in the strict sense of the word is and had experienced great difficulty in recalling the spirit.
the ultimate reality, for it is eternal and infinite, and by Had the spirit not returned, another might have
attempts to explain or define it by analogies and comparisons entered in, and taken possession of the body, or death might
which relate to limited, finite forms and faculties, we involve have ensued. This would have been bad for the s pirit, as it
would have been prematurely introduced into the spheres be
ourselves in confusion.
fore it was sufficiently developed, like the premature birth of a
Intelligence, as known to us, has a genesis and growth ; it
child into your world. It was better that the fruit should be
implies an environment, it is built up by personal experience ;
gathered when ripe. Doctor then told us that he had been con
personality we know as something circumscribed ; associated
nected with our earth many times since he had left it. He had
with form ; an evolution ; a growth, possessing intellect and will
been much here in the days of our Reformation; his work had
and the power to act upon its surroundings. These words
been to train and instruct the minds of those he influenced.
cannot, without a perversion of language, be applied to that
He had been much with this medium of late. He found this
which is without limit in space or time, that which is not growth
age more impressionable than any preceding one, and although
but the cause of all growth; that which has no environment,
luxury and the lust of gold were rife, the people thought more,
but of which all forms and conditions, revealed in consciousness,
and were more intellectual. He added that the intellectual man
are manifestations. It is probably most correct to say unknown
could be made spiritual, but the physical and animal man never
and unknowable is the ultimate cause or basis of the noumena.
could be altered into the spiritual,also that Materialists and Chris
If, however, these words convey no adequate or correct tians, so-called, were their worst opponents. On our remarking
idea of the eternal energy, it does not follow that it is less than that we had not known the Great Master had ever been in our
these words imply. Indeed, intelligence and personality have circle before this evening, Doctor answered, “ Many times, but
been evolved by the power back of evolution, and it is a con your eyes are holden.” “ How can we become clairvoyant 1 ” we
clusion warranted by good logic and sound philosophy that this asked. “By simplicity, and purity of life, with high aims and
power is greater than its products and therefore greater than aspirations.” After conversing for some time 1m left, saying,
what we know as human intelligence and personality. Matthew “ May tlm blessing of tlm All-Wise rest upon and remain with
Arnold spoke of it as “ the power not ourselves that makes for you."
righteousness.”
We then felt breezes of perfumed air, and Mr. 8. M.
Certainly, tho tendency and trend of things have been awoke, remarking that he saw the “ Great Master ” standing by
towards tho better and the higher through all the millions of his side.
of this world’s existence. This process of development
March 24th.—The usual circle mot, and the physical mani
**• going on when there was no human eye to see, no human festations occurred as usual. Direct spirit writing was produced.
l‘e»rt to feel on the globe, nay, when there wore none of the Imperator controlled and spoke on the subject of earth-bound
“*«r creatures through which man ascended, on land or sea ; spirits, saying, “ The rapport established by the approach of
’n Ibero was not so much as a fern or a lichen on all the a medium often draws back to particular objects the spirit that
M '
'''deed, tho conditions of life had not yet appeared had boen connected with them during its earth life. Spirits
<Md not for a period inconceivable by the human mind.
aro often unconscious of the links that bind them to tho oarth,
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Tim “ Literary Itigmd, ” f,,r July Inf. i-mitaim, a
development intollvrtiiiill)’, h.n<-Ih-ir .Inly tot.
iIciihciI article by Iff. Karl Muller, which liar, upis-im^’
their ability, ami Um-m ri -> ■P," I'IV ""'""M1'
'T,H!
Hh./u.aV l«. VO. V
h7
“bin Nntiir llallii.” Tlm. overlapping of the
.mkinin.ldw into ulih h «•.......nmt follow tln.m
spiritual on to the iiocullml malarial in well brought
limy aro atmihilan-.l or not i»<• eatumt any.
Tim physical comlitioim of mimic nrc first treated of, and i|,(
••Tho l'heoM,|.hisln any
11,1,1 "» 11l""1 right (•»!•
I,ho article continuer!: —
uood mid
numiokm.w ; «!••• *•*’
uk,,H
After l.lmse physical olmcrvalions it can Hcarcely nalooidi
wfIIWH the mil. Th.ru i.
,,,-»«"|"'ly of truth, yet Ilin lllol'll
men h’irn the Wow .lognintw tli.-y "flmi boimiim. < »>■<• thing wo to In U’li that an octave of I,ones in mi infinite world of itedf,
h.iveh-irti-’.l through nei1ingy",,l «'oiI.| in many of ill plimms, ing with l.lm noiirco of tlm tones. .String and wind instrument,
which i« that a man i-i wi«> "• proportion ipi lu> cun throw mid also keyed instruments, deal fundamentally wil.li tlui
himarlf into tlm ignition of others, not only in hit own Limes, tones, bill, how diflcrinitly do tlm same tomia strike on tin
but tn those of the past. »»»•!
•"'timid- the nmtives, mid from difl'crcnt instrument.*! 1 This in no familiar that wiitliu,;
no more about if. It in very simple ; m.-vcrtlmk-M llic s,
tiiikv due allowance for the failincH.
V'lrillith. Thin uvriiiii't llm eirclo mot. Much scent wan pounder comes to recognise it an something wonderful, when, k
quickly mamfisUi'd.
hr-ught. Many raps worn example, he ia momentarily forced to regard tlm aympatlurtiuillj
hear.!, and spirit lights caum cl-tlmd in drapery. A sloim wan vibrating Hounding board from tho molecular point of vu,
brought ami placed on tlm < »blu before Mr. S. M. It wan taken Here we get an explanation of l.lm fad, that a good violin i.ivz4
from hw great coat. |....kef, out. of a pocket book ; tlm coat wan spoiled in the hands of a bad player. A good player by pr»,
hanging in the outer hall, ami I lie stone wan brought through ducing only harmonious vibrations in the wood leaven it*ind».
cular structure undisturbed, while a beginner produce* confuw«
the cloaad door.
Imperator contindh.-d and said : “ Tlm gems and stones tlm in tlm molecular arrangement. Tlm same is true of wind intis,,
spirits bring to you are llm best, vehicles for spirit influence, and monbi. Apart from the molecular theory these fact? would |,.
they eontaiii hiding power ; not only can spirit ! heal, but they inexplicable.
can also cure diseases that cannot be cured l>y human means,
But the limitations of our knowledge in this department 7
for they have methods that human skill has not fathomed, science arc very narrow. We know that the structure, theLru,
specially in cases like your medium's. Were it not for our of an instrument has a most decisive influence on tone
influence he could not go through all the labour lie has to sound, but there is no one who could give a scientific ream fw
perform. Wu palliate, Imt wo can also effect cures, provided the cause in every individual case. It is only in the inalter d
the proper conditions are present. Some spirits arc very the human voice that it has been found approximately pimi'Im
•necessful healers. The influence of spirits is very subtle, to explain the facts scientifically. The organ of xjieceli, 4
and often peculiarities of character may be referred to the tongued instrument, like a clarionet, a hautboy, or an orjadifferutit aoti-n of spirits. Spirits who communicate through pipe, hut much more perfect than any of these, gives twaliltk
physical mediums are always in an abnormal state.”
insight into the causes which determine tlm limbrt of av*t.
May 12th. —The next day being my birthday we celebrated This, as is generally known, depends on the glottis, wLid,
it to-day. being Sunday, when wu generally hold a .seance in the being alternately opened and closed, reduces to tonethev^g.
evening. After dinner a ruby was placed near my plate, and a pressed air flowing from the lungs. That this is really the cas
large stone by Charlton's. We were both sitting some distance may Im demonstrated by any primitive straw pipfc.xudi a
from the medium. In the evening we held a seance. Mr. children cut out of green rye straw.
These give, of court,
Percival and Miss B. wore present. Much delicious scent was only one tone, but different tones may Im produced by varjir?
wafted over the circle, and Mentor spoke in the direct voice. the width of tho slots in several pijms. Tn Lhc human voice it*
Iinperat.-ir controlled, speaking of spirits on ami near the earth. quality of the rime depends primarily on the condition of thIk* said a progressed spirit usually acts as director of those who walls of the glottis, but the cavities of mouth and cheat play th*,
are producing manifestations, and in this way beneficent spirits, part of two distinct sounding-boards, and may inakriillr
by attracting helpers to earth-bound spirits, enabled them to influence the timbre.
And precisely as there are light rays beyond the violet u I
work out their salvation, and by degrees to rise.
“ You must regard the spirit world as one vast school for the solar spectrum to which our ocular nerves arc not seirieducation. The lower spirits often work without know tive, so also there are tones both above and below our pore
ing tho ends to which their labours tend. Genius is merely of hearing. Our organs of hearing are designed to appreciate
the power oi receiving spiritual ideas, and working only a prescribed number of sound vibrations; if these rik
them out. to perfection. Everyone is born fitted for some above or fall below the prescribed limitations, we are inset- i
particular work, and yet, instead of finding out tho bent of siblu to them. How sounds produce mcnbil sensation? red-. I
each person, you persist in trying to make everyone do every not know ; all we do know is that molecular change? in the
thing. Some men are originative, some executive, and some substance of the brain accompany tho communication « ’
adaptive. Malign spirits are over trying to thwart mankind sound vibrations to it. We may say further, simply, that the i,
<m their course towards excellence, as they love to check pro influence of music is due to a stimulus of our nerves, predselr '
grew in all it* forms. They are not altogether evil, yet they as our whole life is a matter of stimuli. But how is it that tie I
do grievous harm, and limy never can improve until they same music affects different, people differently; tint tone' .
realise the fact of their wrong-doing. They assume that their which attract one will repel another ? Is it a matter of de:view of truth is the right one, ami that all others must bo tive affinity such as we observe in chemistry? How is it,again,
wrong. You mint bear in mind that there is always around that different musical instruments afTect us so differently ; as*!
your earth a dense ring of spirits on a low plane, who have why do wu experience tho same thing with regard to huniiJ
no desire for progress, and who have a complacent belief in voices in speech and song ? Is there really scientific grow!
the fitness of things as they are. They are very terrible, for voices impressing us as .sympathetic or unsympathetic: '
Ami they mat nrouml you a pall of darkness. They are We see ns a final result that there is an established relatk®
not vicious or nhnniug, but simply obstructive; yet they between our .spiritual life and the phenomena of sound. Jla*k !
are a very real ami sci-tuui) barrier to aspiring souls. The which is nothing but an orderly succession of wave-vibrations
legitimate career of the spirit is progress, and anything that is, in spite of its plebeian, mechanical origin, capable of niiiti
interforcts with that must do it grievous harm. You do not us to tlm heights or plunging us in profoundcst melancWf. |
sufHcieutly estimate tho nature of this opposition, which we Thu skilful composer, too, may so arrange his tones as not odf I
would characterise in a dead weight. Resting in any state of to affect our moods, but to open out nuw vistas of thought W
existence is dangerous ; be, therefore, on your guard against it, the unthinking soul! That is the glory of music; it ejci:<!
for you are in the midst of foes; bodily dangers, resist them
oil; spiritual dangers, rwilst them also. Cultivate the power of simultaneously thought and feeling so that tlm hearer is Iran-*'
tile will, and discernment, in order that you may gut a clear ported into a world of harmony in which he, too, is in hariuvtj
insight what to do and what not to do."
with nil his surroundings. That there is an art capable of com
bining isolalud tones by means of harmony and rliytlmi into • i
Htucr. the generality of ptrmmu net from impulse, and not melody for which our organ of hearing was primarily design^ I
I
from reason, men are neither ho good, nor so bad, as we are apt gives point to tho words of Richard Wagner, “Music i’
heart of humanity.” It is the art which ennobles the joy<14 I
to imagine them.—“ Guesses nt Truth,”
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sense, and humanises spiritual thought. Hence tho tone which
, great artist brings out of his instrument is distinctly indivi
dual, because his soul lies in it; and this it is which lends it the
stamp that stirs the depth of our hearts. Tone in its highest
perfection is the artist himself.

“ LIFE.”
There is a striking paper on “ Prana’’—why do Theoso
phists use Indian words when there are English equivalents?
—or “ Life,” in “ Theosophical Siftings.” Herbert Coryn is
the author. Taking for his text the fact of the Universal
One-ness of life, he traces its changes of phase throughout
the human development, naturally according to Theosophic
theory, but still >n a wav of great interest to those who
are not Theosophists:—
Life is meta-every thing, meta-physical and meta-spiritual.
The crystal has life, for it grows ; tho plant has life, for it
grows, moves, and feels ; the animal has life, for it does all
these and has conscious desires ; mind has life, for it thinks ;
spirit has life, for it creates. Each of the seven principles of
nan has life, for each works according to its fashion. Life is
comparable to one moon falling upon a thousand ripples, and
creating thereon a semblance of a thousand moons. But really
the Universe is only ono infinite life, and it seems multitudinous
during its active periods because of the multitudinous creatures
that have it. Some, because they are low, exhibit it in its low
aspects, such as physical force ; and tho highest god in Cosmos,
because he is high, exhibits it in its highest aspect. But it is
greater iu its as yet unmanifested aspects and potencies
than any of the creatures who live in it, reflect it, and
assimilate ever more and more of it. Greater than all lives
and behind them stands life, the life because of which they
live. Here is the secret of evolution, because it is this life,
infinite in its unrevealcd possibilities, infinite in surface and
depth, that is always consciously struggling to make its creatures
reveal it more fully, to make tho stone arise into vegetation, to
make the vegetable consciously desire, to make the animal
think, to raise man into spirituality ; all the way up it is trying
to make its creatures exhibit more and more of it, to realise
itself in them. In its infinity it can never be known, but if we
take a line from the stone to ourselves, and from ourselves to
Those whom we know as Masters, and note how from step to
step ever greater powers and functions come into play, and how
consciousness grows ever wider and deeper, and then try and
shoot the line onwards to infinity, the attempt will help us into
a kind of awe ; for unless we can conceive the infinite, the life is
beyond all ken, although we are it on every plane of our being.
Evolution is the gradual dissolving of the limits that bind the
life, for though wo give up physical life, the life of longing
remains ; though we give up longing, thought remains ; though
■se suspend thought, egoism remains; though we transcend
egoism, there is consciousness greater than and freed from that,
for egoism is limitation. Philosophically and theoretically we
can go one step higher, for even consciousness in any form in
which we know it is limited, and we are trying to feel after the
unlimited.
Without going into the exact divisions by which Mr.
Coryn marks out the various stages of development, we
may state that, according to him, as man ascends the
seeps of lieing, life is to be regarded as manifesting grades
of consciousness, just as in the lower stages force rather
than consciousness is the form of its manifestation :—
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from them), all men, like tho members of a committee, aro
alike responsible for the doings of the whole. Tho doings and
plan of tho whole comprise the fractionation of the whole into
units, and for each of these tho whole or tho collectivity of all
is responsible. And in the same way as tho American said
he had rheumatism in his brother, wo can truly say wo have
sin in our brother and misery. It is this unconscious know
ledge that it is we who arc miserable in him that loads us to
relievo his misery. 1 relieve misery to relieve m>/ misery at
seeing it. I am miserable at seeing want, because I in that
other man am in want. There is no other explanation of charity,
and there are few who have not at ono time or another time
done a charity. Some would reduce it all to selfishness, saying
that wo only relieve pain to relievo our own pain at seeing it.
Precisely true. Wo have widened our interests till they include
others. We aro in pain at tho pain of smother. 'l'o that
extent wc do not distinguish between ourselves and him,
because at bottom there is no such distinction. Humanity is
one Self. At the beginning it was one; it now seems many,
but at tho end when tho minds of men aro tuned together (a
process already indicated by the growing sensitivity of many to
tho unspokon thoughts and feelings of others) humanity will bo
ono vast organisn in perfect harmony, and every unit, still
thinking itself a unit, will yet feel with every other, giving,
nevertheless, its individual colour to all it takes into its
consciousness.

Incidentally there are some remarks about the ordinary
methods of science which are also well worth quoting :—

In passing, ono may note that materialism is constantly,
almost habitually, employed in assuming as true that which
is absolutely opposed to experience, and demanding of its
opponents that they shall prove the opposite. We can well
afford to decline to be thus cornered. It is a common and
empty aphorism of materialistic schools that no thought can
occur where there is no brain. Now, in declining to prove
the opposite, we are entitled to demand proof of the asser
tion. Brain action is vivid in proportion to the quantity of
blood in the skull, provided its flow is healthy. But in
sleep, when the blood-flow is at its minimum, thought and
imagination are often marvellous in their viridity. This
thought and imagery are not transacted by the brain, and
often barely reach the brain-memory at all. Under some
antesthetics, the whole personality, thinking and observing,
is sometimes absolutely outside the body, and has the
body as an object beside it. These experiences of sleep
and antesthesia are sufficient to afford a priori ground for hold
ing that thought can go on without a brain, and who says the
opposite should prove it. Brain does not vary with mind. The
brain of a new-born infant compared with that of an adult has
not the ratio of development which obtains between that of an
infant and that of an adult. They grow quite out of ratio. At
the other end of life it is the same. An aged body, rigid and
calcified arteries and deadened senses, may go with a brilliant
and stately intellect as mobile as that of a man of forty. In
other words, the brain has a cycle of growth and death that has
only a limited correspondence with that of mind. To students
of occultism the problem ceases altogether, for they know that
mind properly trained may be made absolutely independent of
brain. It may be granted that in the usual case a thought is
accompanied by a physical change of molecular configuration and
a passage of a nerve-current from cells to cells, but what mole
cular or cellular configuration can be regarded as accompanying
the sense of self-identity that is at the back of every conscious
state ? To say that such configuration is conceivable, as an
accompaniment of the sense of self-identity, of the ideas of time
Supra-conscious life on the highest plane, it becomes self- and space, or of any abstract idea, is to use words that aro
conscious life on the next, human individual self-consciousness entirely innocent of meaning.
on the next, rational mind on the next, desire in matter on the
next, physical life on the next, and force on the last.
Not a sound has over ceased to vibrate through space ; not
As to the practical bearing of these assumptions, we a ripple has ever been lost upon the ocean. Much more is it
true that not a true thought, nor a pure resolve, nor a loving
get this:—
act, has ever gone forth in vain.—Robertson.
Before evolution began, and before men and worlds were in
Happy is the man who has that in his soul which acts upon
being, one soul breathed in the emptiness, and it was this soul tho dejected as April airs upon violet roots. Gifts from tho
which moved into evolution according to a plan of its own. And hand are silver and gold ; but the heart gives that which neither
>n pursuit of that plan it shot itself out in the rays we call men, silver nor gold can buy. To be full of goodness, full of cheer
»duality in consciousness of the material and the spiritual. All fulness, full of sympathy, full of helpful hope, causes a man to
carry blessings of which he is himself unconscious as a lamp of
men follow diverse paths and go through diverse pains and rough its own shining. Such an one moves on human life as stars
l’laces, that this soul in them may perfect itself in all experiences. move on dark seas to bewildered mariners ; as tho sun wheels,
M since all men were once lost in the unity of that soul bringing all tho seasons with hint, from tho south.—II. W.
*hich together they composed (for it is not a thing distinct Beecher.
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impossible. So it is with intuitional knowledge. It is
not {« the Editor.
difficult, it is indeed not possible, to explain to those &x dl
having the spiritual sense what is meant by intuitioti on
A SPIRITUAL SENSE.
be
knowledge. And yet a man may have that kind of km. ih
At a seance where Eglinton was the medium, a few ledge without being either a vain man or a fool.
H
th
rears ago. a not very successful seance certainly, for the
to
in^nences in some way were adverse, there came from
SUPERSTIT1ON CONCERNING PLANTS.
u<
between the curtains behind which Eglinton was sitting
>1
We take this from the “ Religio-PhilosophicalJournal
what appeared to be the undulating form of some person,
D
though there was no head developed, and the thing was very
Byron D. Halsted writing in “The Chatauquan” forMiys Vi
ethereal. Now. this figure was seen by only two or three regard to “Folk Lore and Superstitions Concerning Plana,
fit
of the circle, while the others did not see it. the circum says that in the middle ages the poor people sought relief fca ir
stances being equally favourable for all. The question arises their ills at the hands of monks and nuns, but after the Reiona- ii
tion the healing art was relegated to charitable women »2 K
naturally, Why was this!
But before proceeding to attempt the discovery of an mastered the mysteries of simpling ; that out of this grevy ti
B
answer, certain other well-known facts deserve consideration. the profession of the herbalist, combining all the self-assenkc
of the quack doctor with the ignorance of the ancient cren-n tl
We believe it will be acknowledged that there are plenty of
Such people became the dread of their neighbourhoods. Ou 1
people who would accept the phenomena of Spiritualism of the superstitions taught by these ignorant herbalists was th r
without hesitation if they ever were able to witness those belief that disease could be transferred fr ont human beings t-: a
phenomena in any way which was personal to themselves ; trees. Ash trees wore held open by wedges while sick chill’s t
but whatever they see. or whatever they are told of, as long were passed through, with the absurd notion that restora:::-: 1
as the facts do not aptieal to them personally, they reject the would follow. The child was passed through head foremost»K a
i
spiritual hypothesis. And it is needless to say those personal handed back to the left, each time going in the direction ci
the sun. If the tree grew together after the wedga
manifestations never eorne to them.
Is there, then, a “ spiritual sense,’’ wanting to a large were removed, the child was, it was believed, certri
to recover. These old herbalists combined mixtures which they
part of mankind, and developed very variously even among
called love powders, for despondent swains and hearis
those who p»sess it • In the case given at the beginning of maidens. If the potion failed to bring the desired resi
this article, the spiritual sense must have been developed various juices of roots and herbs were mingled in a potion ini
certainly in at least one of those who did not see the figure, sold as the love philtre. The writer says Perhaps as a linger
sethat if there be a spiritual sense it was probably an ing remnant of this absurdity there is a current notion in sea
instance of a different degree of development. And, on the parts of the world to-day that a whole mince pie eaten at trisame supposition, the spiritual blindness of the majority of night will cause the reappearance of long departed friends, nS
people may be attributed to the more or less complete to mention the family physician and the more interested
members of the household.” We doubt whether the notions
absence of the same sense.
regard to the mince pie eaten at midnight is a lingerie
The existence of the five senses, and of no more than remnant of the idea handed down by the old herbalists. Its
five, has become so much one of the “ facts ” of our daily more likely that the notion is the frequent effect of that artw
life, that to aid to them would not be acceptable to most ; in producing dreams of which such reappearances are a part.
nevertheless, the old belief has been receiving more shocks
These “ superstitions ” are not quite so dead as &
lately in the well-ascertained occasional overlapping of the writer imagines. The ash-tree cure is, we believe, sisenses of hearing and sight. And the necessity of such secretly practised in some parts of England. I/fc is also veri
terms as *• colour-sense ” shows that the “ sense ” of sight much a question whether the origin of thes
customs is
does not of itself cover the whole area of what is meant by
simple as Byron D. Halsted thinks. The “intelligence
“ seeing. ”
the vegetable kingdom is becoming a conjugation ior
Moreover, that part of the theory of evolution which
near future, and there may have been s<
remote li
teaches how organs may become extinct, or when remain nition of this in these quaint practices.
ing become useless through disuse, comes in helpfully in
this connection. Oir commercial civilisation is essentially
We can never see this world in its true
a material civilisation, and the use of the spiritual sense sider our life in it as a state of discipline
has been weakened, if not generally destroyed, by its in- winch we are passing to prepare fur another. urricK or -i
tf, 1>VKK STKEKT.
.toxi-fiti, Loxnux. w.c.
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have as yet attained the perception that the relation of depen
dence, as first conceived, is not to be merely given up, hut
I welcome Mr. Donaldson’s letter in “ Light," July 29th, reversed. With most, the only progress made is in intellectually
localise it raises distinctly objections which
I knew discarding the sense-appearance of tho dependence of the
niiglit occur oil a superficial view, but which could not be con psychical on the physical. The two are not yet synthesised :
veniently answered, fully and explicitly, by anticipation, they are held in an unrelated juxtaposition.
The further
| say “on a superficial view,” because I cannot admit logical step has yet to be taken. For that is thu order of truth ;
them to be consistent with that “pondering” of the analogies here, as in tho great instances of the Copernican Astronomy
which Mr. Donaldson claims to have been a past montal process and of tho Kantian -■Esthetic, truth is found in a reversal of the
rith “most thoughtful Spiritualists.” For the most part these apparent relation of things. Sooner or later, our “ thoughtful
ejections betray a failure to apprehend the true point of the Spiritualist” has got to take that step. As soon as he secs
Jnil >gy. Wo are told, for instance, that the analogy between that his connection with this physical world is a thing needing
the life of man and that of vegetation breaks down because explanation, ho cannot long put up by way of explanation with
••human beings ” (unlike plants) “ are born all the year round,"* conceptions of a wholly unscientific character, conceptions
»nil again because man “ does not rest in the winter as plants which make that connection casual in origin, and casually
Jo here.” Those objections confound periodicity with period. determinable, recognising no natural law or reason why anyone
should belong to this world rather than to any other in or out
M.w is not under the law of the year us a particular period
•he suggestion is that the law of the year is the type of a of space, or why, so belonging, the relation should altogether,
periodicity to which ho conforms in his own proper cycle. In and finally, cease when lie happens physically to die, perhaps
considering a law, either of material form or temporal process, before his life in this world can have answered any imaginable
«e have to abstract from the mere scale of representation, to purpose. Least of all can he continue to accept as a sufficient
which the formal virtue of nature is indifferent. The year pre reason for such absolute and final withdrawal, a merely physical
sents to us the type of periodical alternation ; but different cause, thus either negativing all relation of life here to
orders of life realise that type in very different psychical or spiritual progress, or making that relation
periods, and it is another law that determines what the duration defeasible by an agency inferior to its own law and
But death can only lose this disorderly
•>f the cycle, and of its alternations (which may be proportion causation.
significance
if its power to deflect the destiny of
ally different), shall be for each order. The contention is, that the
uniformity of nature requires that the law of its process shall man from its natural course is denied, if we acknowledge
be universal, not, of course, that the law shall be represented that the same power which incarnated can re-incarnate. This
is an immediate consequence of the dependence of the physical
always on the same scale.
|[Having myself pointed out, and made it part of my argument, on the psychical, of the organism on that which it subserves.
that the “rest” of nature is not absolute (which is really only But a further consequence is that physical embodiment must be
tossy that it is not death), but is the quiescence of certain func conceived in a certain normal relation to the total life of the
tions of vital manifestation, whereas certain other, non- individual, not as an exceptional or capricious incident in it.
apparent, functions are then especially active, I find Mr. And the question is, can we find in the known course and
Donaldson nevertheless adducing this fact, that the sleep of order of nature the type of that normality I We ought to
vegetative nature is not an absolute rest from all functional expect to find in physical naturo the type of a law or process
activity, that growth goes on at the roots, and even above ground which is not of merely and exclusively physical operation. For
in tropical climates, or under artificial conditions, as against the the physical is not the limit of nature, but only a mode of
mlogy. Assimilation of nutrition, and therefore growth and manifestation, and, therefore, we should seek in that mode the
modification of tissue, are certainly, perhaps especially, vegeta modal operation of a law in itself universal. But as this idea
tive functions of winter and of night, and tho Re-incarnationist is vital to the analogical argument, some attempt must here be
may see in them the analogy to subjective processes by which made to bring it more clearly into view.
Analog}’ is resemblance sub mode. Thus in the resemblances
the true vital experiences of an objective life-time are spiritually
worked up into the soul-substance (spirit nat tired), which which we find throughout organic nature in the parts to the
manifests them as character-results under the stimulations of whole, and in the dependent to the superior, the same genenil
an ensuing incarnation. But the great processes of manifesta type of formation or process is observable, but under the con
tion in tree-life are the putting forth of new shoots, new leafage, ditions and limitations of the partial or the dependent. If the
towering, fruitage, formation of seed, and these are of regular limitations are merely of scale, we may find a delineation which
and periodical, not unintcrmittent,occurrence. It is the broad fact is immediately obvious, as in the articulation of a leaf the struc
of periodicity as a general law of nature, and as exemplified in ture of a tree is unmistakably represented. The same process
individual organic products of nature, to which we have to look ; which formed the tree has obviously formed the leaf on the
because if any fact of otherwise unexplained import can receive smaller scale. So in the phenomena of time and motion,
its interpretation by being brought under a known law, and the analogy between the results of the greater and the lesser
nvthing that is known is inconsistent with so considering it, revolutions of the earth—the annual and the diurnal—are quite
»e should not be repelled from the consequent presumption by patent and unquestionable in regard to light, though we have
the circumstance that we must thereby conceive the law as to go to the Pole for the completer darkness of night on the
bring a range and comprehension hitherto unsuspected by us. larger scalo of the year. The difficulty of discernment begins
Rather should we admire the larger view of nature thus when the repeating process is impressed on a modal difference
obtained.
I either of kind or discrete degree. I have already adverted to
But, in truth, our reluctance arises from no scruple of Spencer's application of the formula of biological evolution to
thought, but from a mere absence of scientific curiosity. sociology. But a much simpler instance may be taken—the
Comparatively few, even among those who recognise a psychical representation of objects in three dimensions upon tho plane of
individuality which physical death cannot reach, have come to two dimensions, an ordinary “picture.” Tho picture is not an
v-e how urgently consequent upon that conviction is the image, but an analogy. The eye is so quickly trained to relate
question : What, then, for such an individuality, is the natural the second to the third dimension that the truth is not imme
explanation or significance of the temporary physical embodi diately obvious to us that it is the same training which the eye
ment and death ? These things are so much a matter of course of intellect requires to detect- identity of law in things or orders
to us that we are slow to seo the necessity of connecting them of things specifically unlike.
Now, if wo wish to know something definitely of the law of
*ith the spiritual life by the bond of natural law. The inter
ring fact (when realised, and not merely accepted as psychical individuality, we must, of course, first have a firm
‘ pious tradition) to most of us is that of a psychical scientific conviction that it has a law—a conviction which I
individuality independent of physical embodiment, not rather doubt if many of us have attained to. But- pre-supposing
that of a physical embodiment dependent upon an that, we shall certainly conclude that its law, whatever it may
‘ndividuality which is psychical. Or rather, comparatively few be, is not without a modal representation in the world around
us.
We already recognise in physical embodiment an
. ‘It w added, “aud moro often during the night than during tho organism of manifestation and use in a particular order
“I- Asconcerns the present argument, I should not care if it were so;
Wo also know that after a normal period
J’t'iving, long ago (for an astrological purpose), examined tho pro- of nature.
r’'10® of night to day births (if course with reference to tho tctal (liable to abbreviation) this organism drops away from
of night and day hours) in scores of cases, I was unable to disi tf any excess of either over the numerical average. I should like to us. Wo at onco find theso two facts paralleled in physical
nature. But now wo have to distinguish. In our own case
* Mr. Doualdson’s authority for his statement. ”
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* It is only in the case of life-principles of equal value tn.
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the conquered to its own spirit, laws, and national unity. T-jy
true conquest. and in the ethics of historical philosophy
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does not result, all foreign domination over a living spirit of »s ’
is and retrains everlastingly unjust—a crime against race-e11? ^-is1
character which should develop independently their own v3t“ •
family of national forms.
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■^••resumed when the organism decomposes. Mr. Donald1 l|ti< your conscience would condemn you if you did not act or
ti‘"1 thmw'hout neglects the rclalti'ily of the term “rest,” on
P>active accordingly - the actions of the Anarchists and other
I insisted. Thus ho speaks of a “thousand years of
extreiiie parties fully prove this.
"''■ivity"I This Dovachanic “passivity” j8t of Cl(lir,so, just
If tlm above remarks be true, how important it is that our
^period when the spiritual life of the individual is al. its aim in life should be high ; that «>.- should endeavour, as far an
* lition and manifestation. It is in one sense the “rest" possible, Io be huironnded and influenced by all that is lofty,
'f'thnt principle, in that the latter is not. then striving
nobly, ftud gnu,!, and to shun all the influences that Would lead
''emerge from the psycho-animal principle, which is in its
us in a downward ciur.se. We are creatures of circumstance,
' 'riixl of occultation. This lower principle has its re-matiifusta- ami ahotild, therefore, try as far as possible to trim our sails to
Lon in the comparatively brief psycho-physical life on earth, and take advantage of every favourable opportunity that presents
then of course at its greatest energy ami is least subject to itself. We live under an inexorable law ; we may alter, tut
subordinate daily relapses (sleeps) in the maturity of (hat the law remains t ho same. The mind is as much under law as
|ife. lathe workingout of the analogy wit h due understanding is matter. We may, by investigation, know more of the work
(4- the difference of the principles concerned, these things ing of that law, but it remains the same and alters not.
srec.mseqiienees, not inconsistencies. When the individual has
This is a curious essay. The. “ foundation or cause of
(O'.nplctoly overcome ami converted the animal principle attach
conscience is the .standard or premises set tip. taught, and
ing to him, thereby raising nature to himself, and appropria
believed in.” Ami then we are introflucel to hit'll nnd low
ting its powers (for that, which converts understands the
inverted through and through and makes it its agent), he will standards. One would like to know what are high and
lv exempt from re-incarnation, because that principle will bo what low standards? What is the ultimate determinant of
jiul remain in a perfect, subjection to him, and his spiritualised “ highness ” and “ lowness ” ? Of course it cannot be con
psychical individuality will suffer no further occultation through science, for that is only a result, not a cause, It can hardlv
that principle. The “attachment” to this world will have be the greatest happiness of the greatest number.for.from the
ceased for him. Tt only ceases temporarily with the partial standpoint of this “ essay,” if robbery and arson were found
results of each objective life-time. I must add, however, that
to give joy to a greater number than they do—for they
I Jo not postulate those Devachanic periods (as regards their
undoubtedly
do give satisfaction to many—to a number
Juration) maintained by our friends the Thcosophists. I am
here concerned only with the principle of Ke-incarnation, and which should be the majority then robbery and arson would
But we find
that upon a ground of analogy which converted me to the doc fall into the category of hedonistic customs.
trine before it was so prominently associated with the Theoso these things characterised somehow as being low in them
phical Society as now it is.
selves. Does not “S.H.” after all fall back on the spiritual
It remains to advert, though but briefly, to the objection essence in man ?
introduced by the not unimportant proviso, “If we have learned
And we live under “an inexorable law.” What does
anything from spirit-communion.” To say the truth, I do not
this
mean ? “ We may alter, but the law remains the
think we have learned anything from that communion in the
same.
” Who are the we ? and who made the law I—When
overt sense of “ Modern Spiritualism,” beyond at most the fact
tint prematurely deceased persons can communicate with us will this confusion about the meaning of “ law ” cease ?
overtly, but very imperfectly, under certain conditions ; but Natural law is not civil law; Nature's Jaws cannot be
the objection of their ignorance of what, ex hypothe.si, they disobeyed, the disobedience itself is according to law.
could not know does not seem to require an elaborate answer.
How interesting it always is to note the way in which
Mr. Donaldson explains belief in Re-incarnation as a weak idols are set up! Having got rid of the spiritual, there
ness of “ the conservative mind.” The imputation of conservais set up a material law, which cannot change, and which
tive-mindedness is rather pleasant, once in a way, as making
is
as much a fetish as the anthropomorphic G<xl of the
one feel less out of harmony with one’s surroundings, at a time
orthodox.
when Radicalism such as mine is accounted almost a social
offence.
The length to which this article has run obliges me to
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
postpone till next week my reply to “Chercheur,” whose re
[The
Editor is not responsible for opinions expressed bp correspondents,
quirement I will endeavour to meet to the best of my ability.
I
and sometimes publishes what he does not agree with for the purpose
C. C. M.
oj presenting views that may elicit discussion.]

AN ESSAY ON CONSCIENCE.

An Occult Lexicon.

The following is from the “ Agnostic Journal,” over the
Sir,—In reply to Mr. J. Hawkins Simpson’s inquiry for an
Occult Lexicon, he may, perhaps, be glad to know that such a
initials “S. H.”
The God within the mind ” is a Platonic definition of con
science. Conscience is not primary, but secondary. Conscience
never precedes, but always follows. Conscience is not the
cause, but the effect. Conscience is not innate, but artificial,
or, rather, what human education has made it.
Having stated what conscience is not, I will now explain how
we come to possess it. The foundation or cause of conscience
is the standard or premises set up, taught, and believed in. A
high standard, acted up to, conscience would approve ; if not
acted up to, it would condemn ; but if the standard set up was
wrong, conscience would equally approve of doing wrong. A
law standard, a low conscience. No standard, no conscience.
The standard is the guide ; conscience is simply an appendage
tacked on, and is purely automatic. There is nothing in its
nature that can be classed as divine, as it proceeds from a solely
human source, and varies in every individual according to the
teaching each has received. Conscience is never blunted or
scared ‘‘with a hot iron,” as is commonly reported, for it always
faithfully records how near you have approached or fallen short
°f what you have been taught to believe was right. It is
quite true that, if there were no standard, there would be no
c<mscience ; but, on the other hand, as everyone is undergoing
w receiving somo kind of teaching from the cradle to the grave,
•here cannot be anyone without one. If you were taught that
’“tfl and arson were right and proper, and believed the teaching

book as he describes was compiled by H. P. Blavatsky, and
published after her death under the title of “ Theosophical
Glossary.” It may be had of the Theosophical Publishing
Company, 7, Duke-street, Adelphi.
E. Kislix<.birv.
The Perfect Man (according to Theosophy).

Silt,—Permit me to call your attention and that of your
readers to a statement made by Mrs. Besant (as reported in the
“Daily Chronicle,” concerning the debate between Mrs.
Macdonald and herself on June 30th) regarding her (and, I
presume, that of “Thcosophists” in general) ideal of a “per
fect man.” This ideal, it seems, according to the claims of
Theosophy, is actually attained by some now living in earthly
conditions who are the alleged prime movers in the outworking
of the “Wisdom Religion” established, or attempted so to be,
by the late Madame Blavatsky, and as a system of thought
embodied in the published works of that lady, who claimed
to be the mouthpiece of veritable “ Mahatmas.” The weakness
of the claim consists in its unsubstantiality, that is, it is utterly
devoid of proof and rests on nothing stronger than the mere
assertion of the above-mentioned lady and her successor, with
their followers.
Mrs. Besant says: “ A Mahatma was a man who placed
before himself tho ideal of gaining knowledge in order that ho
might dedicate it to the servico of humanity (but Mahatmas do
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which she propounds as necessary for gaining the knowledge
of the Soul s existence, and this being gained, to notice furthei
what results then-front, namely, tho exhibition of a living
perfect mail m embodied conditions, such as tho Theosophical
Adepts, or Mxhatmas, are claimed to be by their votaries.
These •• Adept-* are now living on earth," we are informed ; but
Mrs Besant tells us (see " Borderland," p. 55) that, there are
"ther» called NiruianakAyas, that is, perfected men, " who
have east aside their physical bodies, but retain their other
lower principles, and rem tin in tho earth sphere for tho
sake of helping forward tlm evolution of mankind." Those
have renounced Nirvana and “ determined Io remain invisible "
in spirit on this earth. " They have no material body, but
otherwise limy remain with all their principles oven in astral
life in our sphere,'
The question that rennins, and which must bo mot with
something umre substantial thin theory ami assumption, is,
Can a man be jierfect “ minus" the animal principle ?
Mint is this animal, or brute, ns Mrs. Besant calls it, in
man that is so abhorrent to the ideal perfect man that nothing
less than its destruction will suffice for the attainment of know
ledge concerning tile soul and its existence I To destroy, or
attempt to destroy, any" principle of life"—which cannot be done
in actuality is to call in quostion the wisdom of the Great
Creator.who, in Biblical terms, made man in His own imago and
likeness. It is this very principle in man-woman that is tho
connecting link between all forms of life below, animal, veget
able, and mineral; and all forms of self-conscious beings above,
even to thoangel and the God. If these so-cillod "perfected
■Ben” knew anything of the laws which pertain to the influx
and efflux of life—vitality—they would not be teachers of such
a doctrine and practice. Theosophy professes to explain the
constitution of man, and makes him-hur a composite being,
built up of some urrrn principles, which are disrupted nnd tho
lowest of them after death are dissociated and sent no one
knows where, until they aro - line the animal principle in their
ideal [icrfect man—killed, or destroyed. But if such teaching
proceeds from these unknown Himalayan Adopts, in all suriousness they are not ‘•perfect" but very “ imperfect " men, and
instead of claiming to be teachers of truth they have need to
re-conimeucc the study of the laws of life as they aro, and not
as they fancy them to bo or should be.
Such fallacious conceptions are not new, for in long past ages
they have been tried by men, and women ns well, who thought
by killing the animal within them they would become more
"|>erfect," and nt least that they would become "saints," if not
Adepts. What the result hm been, and is, history only too well
and truly attests.
No dictum or leaching can Lu truu and good mile s it is of
nuivi-mal iqqdiealion, for if it i< right, good, mid wise, for mi
" Advpi." to kill his own animal principle, it would bo so for nil
to do tho wiino ; mid if carried out universally we know what
would follow. I will not now speak of tho ubilso of this prin
ciple by man but until it can be demonstrated that tho
|n>vum»ion of the so-called animal principle by human beings
i« a disgrace instead of an honour mid glorious prerogative,
I hold humbly and reverently that the carrying out into practice
of such an order of teaching would make the present confusion
of tongues, ns well as of thought nnd life, n thousandfold more
confounded than it is.
Your limited space forbids my enlarging on what is involved
•nd included in tho animal within man, but I should have no
difficulty in proving, from teachings dorivud from other sources
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thin Theosophical Mahal mas if such (here really |)(.
'
aninid principle i.s in the most perfect order, am| t|%,,

only is indestructible but that in the passage from th* 't
tho angel and God it becomes glorified ; for, kce.inlj,'’'t,
lights, the angel is the only true perfect man-woman. ■’'<
Higher Broughton, Manchester.
William h.
%
A Curious Colour Effect.

Sir,- Is it possible that some of the readers of si
may l>o aldo Io suggest explanations of tho curious
letters of lite alphabet and words in print or in the
,
tion are to some people endued with colour? 1 myself jjh 1
very highly coloured, and I know one or two iK’ni^ Al
experience the same sonration. Ker instance, .1 toiq(' I
pink letter ; />', brown ;
yellow ; /*, mauve ;
|q|, “1,
pink : /•’, brown ;
blue; //. black, and so on. The
an entirely red word, and
white. An ordinary
black writing appears to me always highly coloured throng j
Evelyn Riih.f.x
i
An Inclusive System.
c
Sir,—< hi p. 1130 of “ Light " it i.s said,"Theosophy iaq,. Iearth, earthy." If the writer had said, “ Theosophy ix 4 q,
spirit, spiritual," it would have been more accurate.
Again, " It (Theosophy) seems incapable of expanding j^.,
Ji
so as to take into purview anything outside of this earth, »re|.^
,t
system of which this earth is a part. It is full of long
and prodigious numbers, but yet it is narrow and small q
naturally depends upon authority." With these remarks I (,
agree entirely. Theosophy embraces all that appertains to)(
in his present, past, or future states, as anyone who studi-s (
may easily perceive; as forini//iori/y,weare distinctly toldreq,
accept anything on authority unless it commends itself torv»t
We are also informed by the same writer, that the lull dot
cation of Madame Blavatsky does not seem very far off. Tn
is nonsense. Admiration is one thing, deification amdlrer.
11.('., F.T.S.
[Admiration certainly is one thing and deification is another, h; I
the assertion of trite observations docs not alter facts. Tl
say that Theosophy embraces nil that appertains to Jiaj the
his present, pa it., or future st- ito, is to say very niudi» “li
deed, so much that it. would require a go al deal ofarguiret th.
to prove it. As to whether Theosophy is of the qua, ik
spiritual, wo leave to our readers. It was, perhapi,g«ec r
somewhat too far t > say it wis of tho euth. eirthy, hut re
mundane ch ir.actor is very conspicuous. —Ei>. " Light. J . the
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Divergence versus At-one-nunt.

the
StR,—Will you allow ino to reply to Mrs. Boole that ff
consideration of propositions, whether of Mr. Maitland’s it it
Mrs. Busant's, or of other schools', involves an appeal tn tkr! ink
inner “ground-basis,” or revealer, the denial of which sheet n?a
aiders to bo involved by their teachings. All such propisiii*
must be presented to our consciousness, which funnuhtos« eity
judgment of them; and our interpret it ion is presumably acwl to
ing to tho plane or zone of our Being to which wo can ssroi <i»uand where tho revelation she refers to occurs, from withe
Sumo of us cm only ascend to the sphere of tho mind, where’'
disport in intellectual vain-glory ; toothers it is given tonwis
illumination from the Soul. But in both it i.s equally n i|ur<M •jiri
of the functioning of consciousness, the difference being asl'
tho bolt or zone, in the unity of our being, in which « L-ti
I
temporarily are focussed.
Revelation may come in tho form of tho “ voico ol tbr tho
silence” from within : or it may assume tho shape of anaufd. *»A
or it may como externally, in tho shape of a spirit gusfc- tile
In tho first case the revelation is purely subjective, In-"
within, from tho ground of Being, individualised within '*
solves, our Highest Self. As regards tho second case, there11'
probability that such an angelic presence may be a higher.l< ♦hi
inner. part or aspect of oursolvoa. I appeal to some nuthio1.1 lU
to give us light on this question.
«■?
hi tho third case there would appear to bj an intcrme-ldifdelegated to assist in our development. Yet our a«iniib‘,‘dl
ilx
of such revolution from without, is regulated by the sphere
our being in which our consciousness is focussed.
"I*
It was with tho desire to which Mrs. Boole refers, to wire''' Ke
a co-operative effort towards a synthetic formulation of occul' j »l
psychic (Soulie, not astral) teachings, that I suggested tlieid’*Ji I <*i
Mil Hl
’l III which
IVIIIUII IIit ah’*, *1
a Symposium, leaving tho initiation
of Vliu
the H
form
still condonin'"' ' | **
take to other hands. Wo are liowovei;
1
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joro tho various coloured paths and grope our ways
^Lratoly, in our efforts to npproaoh tho one central source.
** pormit mo to oxpress my gratitude for tho assistance
jilted in your journal by such articles as those by Mr.
gnitlnnd, “C.C.M.“Sapore Aude,” and your recent article
n Dovelopmont. ____ __ __ _______ (Ju.kstoh Lucih.
The Church and tho Gnosis.
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and interior, region of tho consciousness. In which latter senso
Paul uses tho term when ho says : “ Wo speak Theosophy (t/ireu
tnpliia) in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom (of God.)"
Tho Bible contains also scores of passages insisting on tho
necessity of having a "spirit of understanding;” as wdl be
found by referring to tho Concordance under the words
" wisdom,’’ “ knowledge," and “ understanding ” ; all of which
imply an esoteric sense ns tho trim and divinely intended sense
of Scripture and religion. And it follows from the nature of
tho case that it must be so, since the appeal of religion is not
to tho senses, but to the soul.
Tho concluding sentence in Mr. Burry’s letter strikes the
true keynote of what I have to say in conclusion. He admits
the existence of tho Gnosis, or esoteric doctrine, and says that
tho Church has over been its bitterest opponent and persecutor.
It is so, but none the less has she preserved it in her very
symbols and dogmas, just ns the Puritans preserved the sacred
images and decorations which offended them by covering thorn
with piaster to hide them. But the time has come for tho
plaster to be removed, for the veil to bo withdrawn. For the
“ Fig-tree "—the symbol of the inward understanding—is no
longer barren, but has blossomed and budded and borne fruit ;
and tho “abomination of desolation standing in the holy
place” of the Spirit is now plainly revealed, as well as “that
wicked one ” who put it there. All this is according to promise:
“ When ye shall see . . . then is the end near ” of that
“adulterous,” because idolatrous, “generation” which, from
the time of the Fall until now, has preferred the letter to the
Spirit, tho symbol to the verity, the person to the principle
illustrated by the person, the material vehicle to the spiritual
content—inshort,the exoteric to the esoteric—and has accordingly
opposed, and persecuted, and denied, and suppressed the Gnosis,
which is the esoteric sense.
There are now, therefore, two presentations of its religion
for Christendom to choose between ; and they are definable as
follows:—
“ One of them is the system purely spiritual, founded in the
nature of being, and representing the inner and divinely in
tended sense of the Bible insisted on in the Bible itself. Origin
ally communicated by the Church celestial to the Church
terrestrial, this re'igion was lost through the corruption of
the latter—called in the Bible the Fall—and supplanted by its
opposite, and after being continually reaffirmed by the prophets
—its original recipients—was by Christ demonstrated in His
own person at the cost of His life. Still failing to obtain recog
nition, its restoration was promised in numerous prophecies as
to take place at the end of the age, to the coming of the king
dom of God with power, and the downfall of its supplantcr, the
inspiring spirit of which would then be ‘ bound for a thousand
years.1
“The other and opposed presentation is the system, wholly
idolatrous and resting in the letter, which, being constructed by
priests under instigation declared in the Bible to be that of the
powers of evil, was at once the cause and the consequence of
the Church's fall. As shown in the Bible, it was persistentlydenounced by the prophets, whom, therefore, it slew, and was
guilty of the murder of the Christ and of the perversion of His
doctrine. And hence is it responsible—as declared in advance
byJesusHimself in theApocalypse—for the failureof Christianity
and for the world's present condition of alienation from religion
by reason of the grievous defects, intellectual, moral, and
spiritual, of its presentation of Christianity.”*
This indictment is not directed against any particular Church
or section of the Church, but against that spirit of ecclesiasticism which has been the bane of every Church from the begin
ning. For tho “ abomination which makes desolate ” is always
materiality, as implying the negation of tho spiritual con
sciousness by which alone is the perception of divine things.
This is the faculty the possession of which in plenitude makes
tho prophet, and the lack of which makes the materialising and
idolatrous priest, who understands tho things of sense where
the things of the spirit are alone implied. For, to quote tho
recovered Gnosis, “ idolatry is materialism, tho common and
original sin of men, which replaces spirit by appearance,
substance by illusion, and leads both the moral and intellectual
being into error, so that they substitute the nether for the
upper, and tho depth for the height. It is that false fruit
which attracts the outer senses, the bait of the serpent in the
beginning of the world. Until the mystic man and woman

Sir,—I proposo to sum up tho discussion now going on in
^ur columns as briefly and succinctly as may bo.
' The divorgoncos botwoon tho participants show that, notwithRiding its boastod unity, the Catholic Church comprises
within its pale opinions as divorso as those without, ovon its
highest officials difforing on tho fundamental question of tho
tiistenco of an esoteric doctrine. For while ono side—as
^presented by Cardinal Newman—holds that there is a Spirit as
<cll as a Letter, that “Nature is a parable and Scripture an
jllegery,’’ and Church doctrine is “ but a symbol of tho heavenly
facts which fill eternity,” the other side—as represented by
Cardinal Vaughan—declares in effect that thoro is no Spirit,
but the Letter is all. And there arc those who-- like “ Y.Z."—
isert tho existence of an esoteric sense only to deprecate the
disclosure of it, and who do not scruple to justify such conceal
ment by the example of Jesus Himself, even to claiming him as
disallowing the appeal to the understanding, and this in the face
of utterances such as the following
“Perceive ye not yet, neither understand ? Have ye your
1
hearts yet hardened ! Having eyes, see ye not ; and having
ears, hear ye not ; and do ye not remember ? How is it that
las, F
understand?”
“Woe unto you lawyers
(Ecclesiastics) ! For ye have taken away the key of knowledge
(the ffnosir); ye have entered not in yourselves, and those who
<ould have entered in, ye have hindered.”
To deny an esoteric sense in Catholicism is to deny it in the
, Bible, and vice versd. It is essential, therefore, to show what
•j the Bible itself has to say on the subject. The following are
, but a few of the passages which, if they do not imply an esoteric
sense in Scripture, are altogether devoid of meaning :—
. .
“Thiu shalt see my back parts ” (the parchments used for
f1 the material of books and the outer coverings of the Sanctuary)
s “but my face thou shalt not see.” Moses is here informed that
le the external sense only, and not the true sense, of the Word
should be recognised in his time ; for the reason subsequently
R given—the “ hardness of men’s hearts.”
16
“ Moses gave you not that bread from heaven ’’ (the food of
1 the understanding, which alone can nourish).
“Even unto this day, when Moses is read, the veil is upon
their hearts. Nevertheless . . . it shall be taken away.”
i
“He taketh away the first that lie may establish the second.”
r<
“ And they read, in the book, in the law of God, with an
s interpretation, and caused them (the people) to understand the
a reading.” Neh. viii. 8, R.V. Margin.
si;
"And the faithful heart (Caleb) said, he that smiteth the
city (or system) of the letter (Kirjath-Sepher) and taketh it,
ii to him will I give the Rending-of-the-Veil (Achsah), my
i daughter, for wife.
s
“And the strong man of God (Othnid) took it, and he gave
« him the Rending-of-the-Veil, his daughter, to wife.”
n
And she brought him for dowry “the upper and nether
< springs," or satisfaction of all spiritual needs.
i
“And that which before was called the city, or system, of the
i Letter was thenceforth called the Word (Debir). ” Josh. xv. 15-19.
“Which things are an allegory ; for there are two covenants;
•be one from Mount Sinai, which gendereth to bondage, which
is Agar” (the stranger which must be discarded as foreign to
the true sense).
“What saith the Scripture ? Cast out the bond-woman (the
literal sense) and her son ” (the falsity engendered of thatsense).
“But this I (Paul) confess unto thee, that after the way
*bich they
my orthodox accusers—“call heresy, so worship
I the God of my fathers, believing all things which are accordttg to the law and are written in the prophets.” (R.V.)
"Art thoua Master of Israel, and knowest not these things?"
“ Mystery ; Babylon the great; the mother of harlots and
•Aminations of tho earth.” This is a denunciation by Jesus,
’Ming by his “angel” through “John the Divine,” of the
^lesiasticism of the Church of the future, for denying to man
* faculty of understanding, by insisting on authority ns the
Pterion of truth, and making mystery consist in something
*Ach transcends and contradicts reason, instead of only
• From “The Appeal of tho Esotoric Christian Union to the
firing the application of reason to a higher, because spiritual Churches and People of Christendom,"
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